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Plan your test drive!

Experience the
ultimate feeling
of freedom on
our e-bikes

e-mail:     info@astonic-rides.nl 
telephone:     0183 201 043



A mega cargo bike that fits many children, that is

suitable for off-road adventures and that conquers

the steepest hill without any effort. Many demands,

but the ultimate wish that Anneke expressed to

Roel! Roel got to work and developed the

predecessor of the Astonic Earth E-Rides.

ABOUT US

PASSION

After further development of the first model,

Anneke and Roel embarked on their Astonic

adventure with great passion in 2019. From the

picturesque village of Spijk, located near

Gorinchem, Roel draws and develops electric

vehicles. Anneke's strength is customer service,

marketing and styling.

This combo results in e-bikes that are slightly

different and can do more!

You can integrate our contemporary and fashionable

models flawlessly into your lifestyle. You will leave your

car at home more often. Pleasure, enjoyment and

quality are key during our development process. We

have a constant eye for detail and we make high-

quality bicycles that last for years. Quality is the focus

of our Dutch craftsmanship!

LIFESTYLE



Process

A solid design is an important part of the

development process. During this process, we

take into account the seating position,

ergonomics and appearance of the final model.

Calculations are also made to ensure that the

bicycle is strong enough in terms of carrying

capacity and lifespan.

STUDIO SHODWE

Production

Assembly

Our bikes are assembled and checked by us

personally. Because we have all parts and frames

on the shelf, each component is available

separately. If there is breakage or damage, a part

can be replaced quickly.

By emphasizing thoughtful design, responsible

production techniques and local involvement, we

continuously strive to become the exclusive Dutch

fatbike brand with premium fat bikes in the highest

segment.

Our all-aluminium frames are welded with the TIG

welding method, with this method you add material

during welding so that you get extremely strong

connections. Strong, lightweight, durable frames,

produced in the Netherlands, are the result.

In addition, we select parts from renowned brands

that are readily available and fit our frames exactly.

Our aim is to limit delivery times. Because we

work in-house, this almost always works out. We

deliver at your home ourselves. You don't get any

loose parts in boxes, you don't have to tighten any

bolts: just get on and drive away!



Because we strive for a E-ride that keeps people out of the car, we focus on the whole family. A

multifunctional bike that everyone steps on smiling. A bike you will keep on riding! Suitable for

children aged 6 months to people well above retirement age.

We are the only brand that develops E-rides that can be fitted with safe child seats. We also focus

on ease of use for the elderly among us. A unique concept with suitable options and accessories for

everyone. Whether you get on the bike alone, ride a bike with two adults or want to take two children

with you.

We offer a variety of models that we design to allow people of all ages to experience the stability,

convenience and high fun of the ride. Suitable and safe for the youngest and for people with physical

complaints who cannot cycle on a normal e-bike. Astonic builds safe E-rides for everyone!

FAMILY BIKE
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The perfect allrounder

Our Earth models are ready for you to hit the road right away or

to conquer that cool off-road forest path. Experience the feeling

of freedom that this fat tire bike gives you.

These Astonic Earth models are ideal for family trips or

commuting, through the woods, but also hilly landscapes are no

problem for these bikes. Wonderful cruising with the whole

family, an experience that everyone enjoys!

TWO FRAME SIZES

TWO MODELS

Earth 

250 WATT  25 KM/H

PREMIUM QUALITY

Bekijk al onze modellen



We strive to release all our models in two frame sizes. It is known that the Dutch are the tallest

people in the world and because we ourselves certainly belong to this category, it soon became clear

that our fat bikes also had to be available in two frame sizes. This is the only way to create bikes with

high comfort for everyone. For example, the Earth and the Breeze are both available in two frame

sizes, so you can choose which knee bend and riding position you find most comfortable.

FRAME SIZES

Because we strive to get people out of the car and contribute to the environment, all our E-rides

models are given names with an earthy touch. For example, we have the Earth line, the Breeze line

and we indicate our large frame sizes with the name Sky High. In this way, in addition to a

fantastically fun and high-quality product, we hope to contribute to the environment, step by step.



The Astonic Breeze is fully adjustable in height, and the

height of the handle bars can also be adjusted to your

personal wishes. This results in high comfort riding!

Breeze

Comfort and luxury

The Astonic Breeze can be dressed up with various

accessories to safely go out with children or to take some

groceries with you. The perfect model for people who want

a more natural cycling position or who need a certain

cycling position due to physical complaints.

PREMIUM QUALITY

TWO FRAME SIZES

250 WATT  25 KM/H

HEIGHT ADJUSTIBLE



Accessories

We offer a wide range of options

with a wide range of accessories

that fit perfectly on our Fatbikes.

Give your Astonic the look you

want with!

Child seats

With various options to match

the age of your children, our fat

bikes grow with your family, and

we offer safe options to suit your

family composition.

Tires

We always have different types

of tires in stock, both inner and

outer tubes. Whether it concerns

road surface or appearance, we

have the right tire for you.

Bekijk al onze accessoires

Practical

In addition to accessories to

enhance the look of your Astonic,

we offer a variety of accessories

aimed at increasing the ease of

use. This way, we ensure that

your Astonic is not only a

beautiful but also a very practical

fE-ride.



Parts

Because we do not buy entire

bicycles, but have all

components lying on the shelf,

we can quickly replace a part in

the event of breakage or

damage.

Customer specific

Because a bicycle is very

personal, we offer the possibility

to replace components for

components of your own choice.

A different saddle or handlebar,

from our range or from one of our

partners who offer a wide range

of parts, together with you we

create the perfect fat bike

entirely tailored to your wishes!

If our "standard" models do not

meet your needs, a fully Custom

ride is also possible!

Quality

Our key components are from

reputable brands known for their

high quality. Because there is a

choice between different quality

levels with these brands, we

always opt for the highest

available level.



Collaborations

We work with a small group of specialists. We have rolled out a network where service and

purchase is possible throughout the Netherlands. Maintenance and service in your local area,

where Astonic provides advice and support. In this way we realize warm long-term

relationships, both with customers and our partners. The lines are short and the service is

excellent!

No competition amongst resellers

Our partners only receive rights per region. 

Because we strive for CO2 reduction with

local maintenance and purchase, all our

partners use the same prices.

Customer Service and Expertise

We select our partners by level of

service, expertise and passion. You will

not only find us at bicycle shops, our

partners are diverse. This is how we

guarantee service and quality!

Steady growth

Stable, steady growth with a clear growth

ceiling, this is how we can continue to

guarantee quality and service.

Astonic, the brand where craftsmanship and

passion go hand in hand!

More about us? Check our  website



Spijkse kweldijk 104a
4211 CX Spijk 
Tel. +31 (0)183-201043
info@astonic-rides.nl

Would you like to discuss
Business-to-business possibilities,
get acquainted or receive
extensive information? 

Please contact:
Anneke van der Velde
anneke@astonic-rides.nl
+31 (0)683116201

astonic-rides.nl 

Do you want to plan a test drive? Questions about the
E-rides? Feel free to contact us.


